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Abstract. Whilst Web services can be composed by technical developers using a language such as BPEL, there is no easy way for non-technical
end users to take advantage of these services. The advent of Web 2.0
and mashups has brought about the notion that content from different
sources can be brought together by the user themselves to create a new
service. Inspired by such ideas, we propose a lightweight end-user service
composition paradigm, namely; Stones, Stories and StoryBoard. A Stone
is a representation of a commonly performed task or operation that can
be used to construct a Story. StoryBoard provides an intuitive drag-anddrop style user environment in which the Stories are created, validated
and run. We demonstrate the concept through an implementation of a
case study on bill management.
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Introduction

The number of E-Commerce systems has grown dramatically over the last few
years and now becoming a fundamental part of many businesses. However, with
the large amount of information and services available on the Web, it is sometimes difficult for regular users1 to piece it all together. Due to this problem,
information and services portals (e.g., Yahoo, Expedia) are becoming increasingly popular.
With Web Service technology[7], it is possible to integrate business functionality into the one portal. This creates a potential service aggregation environment
from which end users could greatly benefit. However, most portals stop short
of providing their customers with the ability to aggregate services on-demand.
They may support a simple, pre-defined workflow (e.g., book flight, rent a car,
then book accommodation), or enable personalised configuration of individual
services (e.g., Weather service for Sydney), but end users cannot ’compose’ the
service functionality on offer as a need arises.
Although service composition has been a well-discussed topic for the researchers and developers of Web services, the tools and methodologies for enabling end-user service composition have been largely ignored.
Mashups enable users to aggregate and filter information from more than
one source at one convenient location. Intuitively, the concepts represented in
Mashups could be applied, not only to data but also to Web services. If business
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We refer to them as end-users in this paper.

had their operations exposed through Web services, end users could utilise these
services and engage them into a process to suit the individual’s needs.
In this paper, inspired by Mashups, we propose an end-user service composition paradigm, namely; Stones, Stories and StoryBoard. A Stone is a representation of a commonly performed task or operation that can be used to construct
a Story. StoryBoard provides an intuitive drag-and-drop style user environment
in which the Stories are created, validated and run.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses background and related
work, followed by a description of the case study in Section 3. The end-user
service composition framework is detailed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 discuss
evaluation and concluding remarks, respectively.
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Related Work

Many professional Web service developers can rely on the languages (e.g., BPEL[1])
and tools (e.g., Oracle Process Manager[11]) for service composition tasks. However, the same level of support has not been given to end users.
There has been an effort to simplify BPEL (e.g., Simple Service Composition Language[5]) or provide a guided-assistance along the composition process
by modelling user preferences, past experience or service dependencies[6, 13].
However, we argue that none of the approaches is intuitive to end users in that
they do not hide all the complexity of underlying technology. End users still have
to understand the concept behind the tools or learn a language to be able to
compose even a simple process.
Mashups[8, 9, 3] opened up easy access to data silos which were previously
only accessible through a Web site. Major IT companies now provide so-called
“end user oriented” mashup tools (e.g., Yahoo! Pipes, Microsoft Popfly) enabling
the users to compose and organise existing information sources.
However, current Mashup tools and their applications are focused on accessing, manipulating data and composing data flows (e.g., filtering, merging, sorting
data feeds). To use the tools effectively, the users need to know, not only how
to ’program’, but also how to use the different Web APIs from all services[4].
Our project is inspired by Mashup techniques in that we would like to empower the end-users with intuitive tools that allow them to create ’service’ from
existing ’services’ as freely as their personal needs dictate, and also facilitate software reuse in mass by sharing such services with others. The core idea behind
the Stones and Stories in this paper is to provide an intuitive and lightweight
Web service composition environment for the users to define and execute repetitive tasks by “mashing-up” available Web service operations, without realising
the complexity behind.
We would like to note that a technique commonly known as ’Web Scripting’
seeks to achieve similar goals[14, 2]. For example, Koala[14] is a system that
records the sequence of user actions during a Web browsing session. The sequence
can be automatically repeated (i.e., playback) later in the future. Koala’s main
aim is for sharing commonly performed business process with could be shared

with co-workers. However, Web scripting strictly applies to Web page browsing
activities (e.g., requesting for a particular URL, filling in forms in the input
boxes), not Web service operations.
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Case Study: Bill Management Issues

To demonstrate the lightweight end-user composition concept, we take bill payment management as a case study.
The average consumer household has bills for water, electricity, telephone
and gas. Some have additional bills for Internet, pay TV, health insurance, and
car insurance. If the consumer owns their own home they receive bills for council
rates and strata levies, otherwise they make rental payments. Individuals in the
household receive bills for mobile phones, newspaper subscriptions, magazine
subscriptions, and education/tuition fees. The bills may arrive monthly, quarterly, annually, and may have payment options via Post BillPay, direct debt,
BPAY, Bill Express, or credit card.
Managing these bill payments is undeniably a substantial task which takes
up a considerable amount of an individual’s time and effort. Bills must be paid
on time using an accepted payment format and paper bills need to be sorted and
stored appropriately after payment. Each payment option requires the consumer
to supply customer reference numbers and bill reference numbers which may
change dynamically with every bill or may remain the same, depending the
issuer of the bill or the payment option. It is clear that the repetitive tasks
involved in the process of bill payment should be handled by a bill management
system.
We implement a system named Billing Organiser Portal (BOP). In BOP, for
example, a consumer may create a custom Story which retrieves all outstanding
bills, pay them with a particular credit card and receive the receipt in an email.
Although currently there are existing systems that assist in bill management,
there is currently no solution to integrate the entire bill management process
from the biller to a consumer’s financial service account, not to mention the
ability to compose new functionality from existing services. In the following, we
describe our experience with designing and building BOP.
3.1

Overview of Bill Organiser Portal

BOP uses Web services to aggregate business functionality such as the issuing
and paying of bills for all bill providers as well as the displaying and managing of
funds for all financial accounts at a single location customised for the individual
consumer. In addition, BOP uses this portal as an avenue to explore the use of
a simple, intuitive user interface for end-user Web service composition.
BOP acts as a single contact point for all businesses to interact with a specific
consumer. Consumers who log on to BOP will be able to see bills issued by all
of their registered billers as well as the funds available in all of their registered

financial accounts. The consumer can then directly make payments for their bills
from their chosen financial accounts.
Due to the repetitive nature of these bill management tasks, they are perfect
candidates for Web service composition by the end user. Once a consumer has
composed their own personal Web service process as Stores, they can run the
process in one simple step, schedule the process to run at a certain point in time,
or even share the process with other consumers who may wish to perform similar
tasks.

3.2

Implementing the Web Application Module

The Web application module of BOP has been designed based upon the ModelView-Controller design pattern, standard for most Web applications today. The
module is responsible for managing users and their billing and financial service
accounts. Various Java-based application frameworks such as Hibernate (for object/relational persistence and query service), Spring(for managing dependency
injection among Java objects) and WebWork (for effectively managing User Interface issues) were utilised. A typical look and feel of the application is shown
in Figure 1. Full implementation details can be found in [12].

Fig. 1. A typical user interface: BOP Dashboard Screen

3.3

Implementing the Web Services Module

For implementation purposes, we have defined two separate interfaces for Billing
and Financial Service. External businesses that interact with BOP are expected
to adopt the interfaces. It would be ideal if the interfaces for such operations
were defined by an industry acknowledged Web services standards body. However
the generalisation difficulties in standards definition for such industry specific
functionality mean that such standards are not in existence[10].
The following snippet shows the interface definition that Billing Service
providers must implement in order for BOP to interact directly with their system.
Evidently, billing providers must provide the critical functionality, for example,
to view individual consumer bills online (e.g., getOutstandingBills()). Similarly, there is also an interface required to be implemented by Financial Service
providers.
public interface BopBillingService {
public String authenticate(); // Returns xhtml form to be displayed for authentication
public Bill[] getOutstandingBills(); // Returns a list of Bill Objects
public String[] getPaymentMethods(); // Returns a list of Payment methods accepted by the biller
public String getBillerCode(); // Return the BPAY Biller code of the biller
public AccountDetails getAccountDetails(); // Return the biller’s account details
public String payBillViaCC(); // Pay a bill with the given credit card details
}
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End-User Composition in BOP

Stones and Stories: A Stone is a representation of a commonly performed
task or operation that can be used to construct a Story. Each Stone has a set of
defined input types it can take in to process for the run() method (Figure 3). The
output type for each Stone is the output type returned by the run() method. For
our case study implementation, we defined eight implementations of the Stone
interface.

Fig. 2. Connecting Stones through Input and Output

A Story is a sequence of Stones. In order for a Story to be valid, the output
type of a Stone must be an input type for the following Stone. For example, the
GetBillsStone returns a BILLS type and the PayBPAYStone accepts BILLS as
its input for processing and so on (Figure 2).
StoryBoard: StoryBoard is the end-user composition environment in which
Stories are created. Giving the user the power to compose Web service composition in a simple and user friendly interface, proved to be a difficult task. The

Fig. 3. The Design of Stones

final design is a product of several cycles of usability testing. We concluded that
a drag/drop approach using Javascript, where Stones could be ’dragged’ and
’dropped’ onto a Storyboard would be the most intuitive design.
StoryBoard displays available Stones at the bottom-half of the screen. The
top-half of the screen is the composition area into which the Stones are placed.
StoryBoard also adds a simple validation support for the user. To ensure a valid
composition is constructed by the user, only the Stones that can be placed on
the next step in the Storyboard are highlighted and enabled (i.e., draggable).
The other Stones are grayed out and disabled as illustrated in Figure 4. Also, the
user is not allowed to skip a step (i.e., leave an empty step in between Stones).
When a Stone requires inputs from the user, a popup window is automatically
displayed when the Stone “clicks” into its place (Figure 5).
The actual content of the Story stored is a string of XML, containing the
sequence of Stones to be executed as well as the parameters for each Stone. The
schema definition for the Story content is not shown in the paper for space reasons. The StoryManager class is responsible for the processing and management
of Stories. It relies on the StoryDAO class to store/retrieve/update Stories to the
database, as well as the StoryParser class to parse the Story content from XML
to Object form and vice-versa.
Once a Story is created, it can be made visible to other users in the system.
A shared Story is treated like a template. Such a template contains a sequence
of Stones, but no input parameters are associated with each Stone. When a
shared Story is imported by a user, the user needs to update the parameters
appropriately (e.g., credit card detail) before running the imported Story.

5
5.1

Evaluation
User Evaluation

Throughout the design of the system, we conducted usability testing with users
and improved the design and functionality based on the feedback. This cycle was

Fig. 4. For usability purposes, a toolbar at the top right corner was added for saving
the Story, loading a shared Story, refreshing the storyboard and Story help. This figure
shows ’Create New Story’ screen.

repeated a number of times before we finalised our design. Initially, most users
seemed to have difficulty in creating a Story and adding a new billing account.
The user interface design that was substantially improved via user evaluations
was the create story screen. Ratings range from 2 to 5 as improvements were
continually made in between evaluations.
In the final evaluation, total of 10 users were asked to perform the evaluation
survey. Results are summarised in Figure 7 and 8. We asked the users to rate
consistency, ease of navigation, access to help, intuitiveness, visibility of system
status, aesthetic and minimalist design, user control and freedom and error handling. All criteria scored minimum of 3.8/5 or higher, except for user control
and freedom which rated 3.4. This indicated that the system’s lack of support
for undoing user mistakes. Majority of the users indicated that they would use
the system if publicly available and agreed that such system will be very useful
for their daily lives.

5.2

Developer Reflection

The current implementation of BOP is a full working system, that effectively
demonstrates the concept of end-user composition in a business portal.
One of the major weakness in our system, is admittedly security. We are well
aware that the information passed throughout the system and to the service

Fig. 5. A Stone automatically displays input boxes for required inputs

providers is highly critical and a target for abuse. For this case study, we have
only applied minimal security measures such as encryption of passwords.
With the integration of multiple business services in BOP, it is difficult to
maintain the ideal ACID properties for transaction management. For a system
that primarily deals with finances being credited/debited between billers and
financial service providers, it is vital that in the failure of such a transaction, the
entire process is rolled back and all systems are back in it’s original state. Although this issue has been identified, it is not something that our implementation
currently supports.
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Conclusion

Web services and the advance of SOA have allowed businesses to redesign their
internal systems into modularised services that they can expose to other services
in their domain as well as to the world. Whilst these Web services can be composed by technical developers using a Web service composition language such
as BPEL, there is no easy way for non-technical end users to take advantage of
these services. This project is a study of the practicability of a simple, intuitive
user interface allows end users to create their own Web service composition using
services from various different sources together in a manner which is appropriate
for their own personal needs.
The development of the Story/Stone Web service composition module of
this paper proposes an abstraction of Web services from different sources which

Fig. 6. The user can click on the Run icon to execute a composed Story

Fig. 7. User Interface Evaluation

allows the end user to compose their own composite services without knowing
about the low level details of such an endeavour.
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